Migration In the 21st Century How Will Globalization and Climate Change Affect Migration and Settlement Investigating Human Migration Settlement


This book offers an accessible examination of the human rights of migrants in the context of the UN’s negotiations in 2013. This volume has two main contributions. Firstly, it is designed to inform the negotiations on the UN’s Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration announced by the New York Declaration of the UN General Assembly on 19 September 2016. Second, it intends to assist officials, lawyers and academics to ensure that the human rights of migrants are fully respected by state authorities and international organizations and safeguarded by national and supranational courts across the globe. The overall objective of this book is to clarify problem areas which migrants encounter as non-citizens of the state where they reside and how international human rights obligations of those states provide solutions. It identifies existing international human rights of migrants and provides the sources of States’ obligations. In order to provide a clear and useful guide to the existing human rights of migrants, the volume examines these rights from the perspective of the migrant: what situations do people encounter as their status changes from citizen (in their own country) to migrant (in a foreign state), and how do human rights provide legal entitlements regarding their treatment by a foreign state? This book will be of much interest to students of migration, human rights, international law and international relations.

Migration in the 21st Century from the Perspective of CEE Countries - an Opportunity or a Threat?

Immigration in the 21st Century

Discusses the history of human migration and examines the need for relocation because of extreme climate changes and economic globalization, including information on trade, climate migrants, and solutions for the future.

Racial Criminalization of Migrants in the 21st Century

International Migration Into the 21st Century

Return Migration of the Next Generations

Technological innovations have reduced the world to a global community. This has also improved and therefore increased potentials for the movement of individuals, commodities, and capitals across international borders as they respond to global political and socio-economic stimuli. Transnational borders are relatively more open to capital and commodities than they are to migrant individuals. However, there are vast literature and data on the socio-political and economic dimensions of adults’ involvement in international migration. The youth are treated as part of their families; hence very few literature devoted to youth migration exist. But movement of young adults as independent transnational migrants is an emerging trend in international migration. This paper advances the understanding of youth migration from a post-colonial and indigenous knowledge perspective in order to disrupt and disturb existing approaches and give a more nuanced lens for understanding this emerging social trend. Significant attempts were made to highlight the often-overlooked outcome of transnational border securitization which, to the sending and receiving nations, has both positive and negative reflexes.

21st Century Youth Migration Versus Border Restrictions

Immigration policy is one of the most contentious issues facing policy makers in the twenty-first century. Immigration in the Twenty-First Century provides students with an in-depth introduction to the politics that have led to the development of different approaches over time to immigration policy in North America, Europe, and Australia. The authors draw on the work of the most respected researchers in the field of immigration politics as well as providing insights from their own research. The book begins by giving students an overview of the theoretical approaches used by political scientists and other social scientists to analyze immigration politics, as well as providing historical background to the policies that are affecting electoral politics. A comparative politics approach is used to develop the context that explains the ways that immigration has affected politics and how politics has affected immigration policy in immigrant-receiving countries. Topics such as party politics, labor migration, and citizenship are examined to provide a broad basis for understanding policy changes over time. Immigration remains a contentious issue, not only in American politics, but around the globe. The authors describe the ways that immigrants are integrated, their ability to become citizens, and their role in democratic politics. This broad-ranging yet concise book allows students to gain a better understanding of the complexities of immigration politics and the political forces defining policy...
At the beginning of the 21st century, the linkages among migration, development and environment undoubtedly belong to the most pressing issues on the political agenda. A special focus of this book is on two of these relation—environmentally-induced migration and on the relationship between migration processes and development. The prime aim of the book is to contribute to and extend the current knowledge on these issues. How to define environmentally-induced migration? What are the differences between environmental and economic migrants? How environmentally induced migration forced or voluntary and where are the outcomes of selected regional field case-studies? How to classify environmental migrants? Where are the regional hot-spots of environmentally-induced migration? How to systematise the knowledge on migration policies? What are the impacts of skilled migration on development? What is the role of the transactionalism paradigm in the international migration research? Is international migration trade-diverting or creating? What is wrong with the effectiveness of development aid providing? Several prominent scholars and young researchers offer their answers to these challenges in the book.

Migration in the 21st Century

In this volume, we examine the challenges and opportunities created by global migration at the start of the 21st century. Our focus extends beyond economic impact to questions of international law, human rights, and social and political incorporation. We examine migrant outcomes and policy questions at the global, national, and local levels. Our primary purpose is to connect ethical, legal, and social sciences scholarship from a variety of disciplines in order to raise questions and generate new insights regarding patterns of migration and the design of effective policy. While this book incorporates studies of the evolution of immigration law globally and over the very-long-term, as well as considerations of the magnitude and determinants of immigrant flows at the global level, it places particular emphasis on the growth of immigration to the United States in the 1990s and early 2000s and provides new insights on the complex relationships between federal and state politics and regulation, popular misconceptions about the economic and social impacts of immigration, and the status of "undocumented" immigrants.

Migration, Development, and Environment

Presents papers given at the conference on "International Migration into the 21st Century" (U. of Western Australia, November/December 1999). Fourteen contributions from international scholars examine different aspects of global migration. The focus is on the impact of changing economic trends on international migration, causes and trends in illegal migration and trafficking, the politics of selection and restriction, the changing dynamics of return migration, and refugee migration. A sampling of topics includes economic integration and migration between Mexico and the US, the economics of illegal migration for the host economy, globalization and migration systems in Pacific Asia, the impact of immigration on the aging of Australians' population, and the role of forced migration in sub-Saharan Africa. c. Book News Inc.

Germany and the United States

The 21st century has witnessed some of the largest human migrations in history. Europe in particular has seen a major influx of refugees, redefining notions of borders and national identity. This interdisciplinary volume brings together leading international scholars of migration from perspectives as varied as literature, linguistics, area and cultural studies, media and communication, visual arts, and film studies. Together, they offer innovative interpretations of migrants and contemporary migration to Europe, enriching today's political and media landscape, and engaging with the ongoing debate on forced mobility and rights of both European migrants and Europeans.

Motion in Place/place in Motion

Migration Crisis in 21st Century Africa explores the ever-expanding crises of migration from various regions of Africa to other parts of the world; notably the pattern that utilizes the pre-existing trans-Saharan trade route via North Africa and the Mediterranean to Europe’s southern fringes. Dr. Adebayou is a seasoned observer and interpreter of African society. The book offers a rare and insightful perspective on the future of migration in Africa and Europe.

New Migration Patterns in the Americas

The 21st century has witnessed some of the largest human migrations in history. Europe in particular has seen a major influx of refugees, redefining notions of borders and national identity. This interdisciplinary volume brings together leading international scholars of migration from perspectives as varied as literature, linguistics, area and cultural studies, media and communication, visual arts, and film studies. Together, they offer innovative interpretations of migrants and contemporary migration to Europe, enriching today's political and media landscape, and engaging with the ongoing debate on forced mobility and rights of both European migrants and Europeans.

Introduction to International Migration

One of The Washington Post's 10 Best Books of the Year "A remarkable book indispensible."--The Boston Globe "A sweeping, deeply reported tale of international migration DeParle's understanding of migration is refreshingly clear-eyed and nuanced."--The New York Times "This is an epic, reporting, nonfiction on a whole level of the best book on immigration written in a generation."--Matthew Diamond, author of Evicted The definitive chronicle of our new age of global migration, told through the multi-generational saga of a Filipino family, by a veteran New York Times reporter and two-time Pulitzer Prize finalist. When Jason DeParle moved into the Manila slums with Tita Comodas and her family three decades ago, he never imagined his reporting on them would span three generations and turn into the defining chronicle of a new era of global migration. In a monumental book that gives new meaning to "immersion journalism," DeParle paints an intimate portrait of an unforgettable family as they endure years of sacrifice and separation, worshipping themselves out of shantytown poverty into a new global middle class. At the heart of the story is Tita's daughter, Rosalie. Beating the odds, she struggles through nursing school and works her way across the Middle East until a Texas hospital fulfills her dreams with a job offer in the States. Migration is changing the world—reordering politics, economics, and cultures across the globe. With nearly 45 million immigrants in the United States, few issues are as polarizing. But if the politics of immigration is broken, immigration itself—thousands of millions of people gathered from every corner of the globe—must demand an underappreciated American success. Expertly combining the personal and panoramic, DeParle presents a family saga and a global phenomenon. Restoring her life in Galveston, Rosalie brings her reluctant husband and three young children with whom she has rarely lived. They must learn to become a family, even as they learn a new country. Ordinary and extraordinary at once, their journey is a twenty-first-century classic, rendered in gripping detail.

A María, vírgen purísima, madre de Dios y de los hombres

Providing interdisciplinary and empirically grounded insights into the issues surrounding gender and migration into and within Europe, this work presents a comprehensive and critical overview of the historical, legal, policy and cultural framework underpinning different types of European migration. Analysing the impact of migration on women's careers, the impact of migration on family life and gender perspectives on forced migration, the authors also examine the consequences of EU enlargement for women's migration opportunities and practices, as well as the impact of new regulatory mechanisms at EU level in addressing issues of forced migration and cross-national family breakdown. Recent interdisciplinary research also offers a new insight into the issue of skilled migration and the gendering of previously male-dominated sectors of the labour market.
Migration in the 21st Century

For centuries past, often driven by political upheaval or famine, Chinese have migrated to Southeast Asia and beyond, to far-flung corners of the globe. This book is suitable for China-watchers, or indeed for any who strive to understand the shifting dynamics of world power in the 21st century. For centuries past, often driven by political upheaval or famine, Chinese have migrated to Southeast Asia and beyond, to far-flung corners of the globe. Large old "Chinatowns" exist in cities such as London, Toronto, New York and San Francisco attest to these earlier migration, Refugees and Security in the 21st Century

In today's interconnected world, international migration continues to grow as migrants come from all around the globe in search of better lives for themselves and their families. While many migrants seek to improve social and economic status, others come in search of asylum due to conflict, political repression, or fear of persecution in their country of origin. As globalization steadily diffuses international power and blurs the line between war and peace, human migration is becoming a viable weapon in the arsenals of many states and non-state actors. Pursuing unconventional means to increase regional influence and to achieve objectives. This thesis examines different means in which state and non-state actors make use of human migration to achieve political, economic, or military objectives while also analyzing the conditions necessary to achieve these desired objectives. The ability to map these trends and identify underlying conditions that are prerequisites to weaponizing migration will enable military and other interagency elements to better develop strategies and to mitigate potential vulnerabilities at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. I. ON WEAPONIZED MIGRATION * A. INTRODUCTION * B. CURRENT OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT * C. BACKGROUND LITERATURE AND THEORY * II. RESEARCH DESIGN * A. METHODOLOGY * B. UNDERSTANDING WEAPONIZED MIGRATION * C. TYPOLOGY * III. TYPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS * A. WEAPONIZED MIGRATION VARIANT 1

International Migration and Africa: Trends and Prospects for the 21st Century

This collection tackles the problems surrounding international migration, raising the question of the reasons for, and consequences of, being a migrant in the 21st century. Some of the issues it focuses on include migrant identities, integration, voting behavior, citizenship, and child health encountered in Europe and Turkey. The book also provides psychological, economic, and micro-level analysis, together with social and judicial perspectives. In a global world, where in some places frontiers are constructed and in others they are dismantled, the book will appeal to sociologists, historians, political scientists and academics working on regional migration studies. It contributes to the endeavor to understand the global parameters on migration and potential solutions for a boundless global community.

Migration Crises in 21st Century Africa

The 21st century has brought new and challenging dimensions to our understanding of security and migration. The old Cold War framework of security as related to war and peace, international relations and foreign affairs has given way to a multiplicity of competing notions, including internal security, human security and even social security. At the same time, migration has become a highly contested issue, characterized by an enormous difference of views and objectives. So what do we mean by security and migration in the contemporary world? How do these two important fields intersect? And what does this collision of policy concerns and public interests mean for states and individuals alike? In this cutting-edge book, Elspeth Guild seeks to answer these pressing questions, drawing on a wide range of recent examples from the impact of asylum seekers on state border security to identity security in citizenship rules to illustrate her arguments. By approaching the topic from the perspective of the individual - citizen of one state, migrant in another - the book examines key aspects of the security-migration nexus, such as the relationship with refugees, torture, extraordinary rendition, privacy and the retention of personal data, and human rights protection. The first volume in Polity's new "Dimensions of Security" series, this book is a must-read for all students of international politics, development studies and related fields.

Human Rights of Migrants in the 21st Century

Migration - a Challenge to the 21st Century

Introduction to International Migration introduces students to state-of-the-art knowledge on international migration, a contemporary issue of central importance to virtually all countries around the globe. Original chapters by prominent women migration scholars cover a complex and multifaceted issue area including various types of migration, the mechanisms of migration governance, the impact of migration on both host and home societies, the migrants themselves in a transnational space, and the nexus between migration and other aspects of globalization. Key topics include labor, gender, citizenship, public opinion, development, security, climate, and ethics. Refugee flows are traced back to their beginning point at the end. Photos, figures, test boxes, and discussion questions, and are designed to provide pedagogical structure for each chapter. Examined as a core text for courses on migration and international migration and supplement to more general courses in global studies, the book is appropriate for both undergraduate and graduate students in the variety of disciplines that deal with the challenges of international migration. Special features: Consistently structured original chapters by notable scholars included an introduction, empirical overview, theoretical evolution, continuing issues, and summary for every chapter. Chapter pedagogy includes discussion questions, suggested readings, and references as well as a data appendix for the book. Photos with thematic captions and Test Boxes on hot topics round out the visual and substantive appeal of the text.

Beyond Borders

Exodus
And Settlement Investigating Human Migration Settlement

The redefined collection focuses on global migration in its inter-regional, international and transnational variants, and argues that contemporary migration scholarship is significantly advanced both within anthropology and beyond it when ethnography is theoretically engaged to grapple with the social consequences and asymmetries of twenty-first century capitalism's global modalities. Drawn from settings across the globe, case studies explore the nuanced formations of class and power within particular migration flows while addressing the complex analytics of contemporary critical political economy of migration. Subjects include global migrants as capitalists, entrepreneurs and “cosmopolitans” as well as workers and immigrants who are subject to varying degrees of precariousness under intensified competition for profits within complex global economies. By re-addressing the question of the relationship between changes in global capitalism and migration, the book aims for timely intervention into the debates on migration and climate change which have come to be one of the most contentious emotionally fraught issues in North America and Europe.

Gender and Migration in 21st Century Europe

Security and Migration in the 21st Century

Migration in the 21st Century

International Migration in the 21st Century

Bird Migration in the 21st Century

International Migration and Refugees in the 21st Century

A Good Provider Is One Who Leaves

There is renewed interest in return migration among researchers of global movement patterns. Until recently, it was overlooked, regarded as the result of failure by emigrants, or related to the return of retired, elderly migrants. This important study looks at the one-and-a-half and second generation migrants, the youthful contract workers and the “prolonged sojourners” and the consequences of their return to source communities.
Florida in the 21st Century

Migration in the 21st Century

Migration in the 21st Century:--how Will Globalization and Climate Change--/ (Investigating Hu

Discusses the history of human migration and examines the need for relocation because of extreme climate changes and economic globalization, including information on trade, climate migrants, and solutions for the future.

Gender and Migration in 21st Century Europe

This volume investigates new migration patterns in the Americas, addressing continuities and changes in existing population movements in the region. The book explores migration conditions and interactions across time and space relying on a multidisciplinary, collaborative approach that brings together the expertise of transnational scholars with diverse theoretical orientations, strengths, and methodological approaches. Some of the themes this edited volume explores include main features of contemporary migration in the Americas; causes, composition, and patterns of new migration flows; and state policies enacted to meet the challenges posed by new developments in migration flows.

Europe and Its Immigrants in the 21st Century
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